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Land at Higher Bodley
Those who have read the Lynton & Barnstaple
Railway Magazine 77, will all no doubt have seen the
piece on pages 6 & 7 regarding our current project –
to purchase the section of trackbed between
Killington Lane and Parracombe Lane.
Early in 2005, Exmoor Associates made an offer to
the L&BR to buy the trackbed required for this
‘missing link’. After the summer, our offer was
accepted, as the railway had, and still has, a large
number of priority projects under way and this would
enable the current pace of the overall project to be
maintained. Since the agreement was made with the
L&B, we have started raising funds towards this
acquisition.

The winter watercolour above was painted for
Exmoor Associates by Eric Leslie over three years
ago and formed the basis of a poster that has been
used several times at Woody Bay Station. We have
always liked to think that it is an artistic interpretation
of the view from Killington Lane of the next section
of trackbed towards Parracombe, the actual view of
which is at the bottom of the next column. Recent
developments have made us feel that we can justify
reproducing it again.

Trackbed from Killington Lane to
Parracombe Lane (Also variously known as the
Rawle family trackbed and the Higher Bodley Farm
trackbed,)
Unless you have been marooned on an L&B-free
desert island for the last few months the above will
be familiar to you. Indeed many of you will have had
the persuasive voice of Mike Buse coming from
your telephone receiver in an effort to convince you
to part with some hard-earned cash towards this
project or will have seen our “the Final Hurdle”
circular.
It hasINSIDE
been a protracted negotiation - the following
paragraph is from Trackbed Trails issue dated
BEHIND THE SCENES
Spring 2006.

The Full Story
As you can see from the above, back at the end of
2005 it all seemed quite straightforward but as with
most things in life events proved otherwise.
One of the first hurdles was that the Rawle family
decided that they were not prepared to sell the
freehold but only to grant an easement for “the right
to run trains” over the land. After much debate the
L&B Railway Co (rather than Exmoor Associates)
decided to continue with this course but abruptly at
the end of march 2006 the Rawle family put all
negotiations on hold. We were not given a reason for
this but subsequent events shed a bit of light on this.
In May 2006 Brom Bromidge sent us a copy of a
Section 106 Agreement (a document in the public
domain if you know what to look for!) dated
September 2004 between Exmoor National Park and
the Rawle family.

L&B STEAM TRAINS
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Paragraph 4.03 states. “The owners [The Rawle
Family] hereby covenant with the Park Authority
that they will not sell, let or otherwise dispose of any
part of the property save by way of exchange for
other agricultural land of an area equivalent to or
greater than that of the part of the property so
disposed of whether or not any financial
consideration is paid by or to the Transferor of such
other agricultural land by way of equality of
exchange”
This revelation obviously substantially altered our
view on the previous negotiations and caused us to
have a major re-think on the way forward.
Those of you who know Mike Buse will also know
that he does not give up easily. During 2007 Mike
reopened informal discussions with Fred and
Robbie Rawle who suggested that they would very
much like to acquire some land adjacent to their
farm owned by the Church (“Glebe” land) and
governed by the Exeter Diocesan Board of Finance.
Subsequent enquiries via the Church’s land agents
gave an indication that whilst the Church has a
policy of not selling any of its land holdings they
might be prepared to make an exception in this
instance.
Negotiations with the Church were most protracted
not helped by the infrequency with which the
Diocesan Board met and their secular attitude to
asset sales.
Moving forwards a year to the summer of 2008
Mike had the basis of a new agreement between
The New Higher Bodley
Exmoor Associates, The Church and the Rawle
Farm Trackbed
family in place. At this point and as most of you will
be aware, the emphasis turned to trying to raise the £95,000 to buy the Glebe land and pay the agents
and solicitors fees.

Higher Bodley Farm
trackbed looking north from
near Parracombe Lane Bridge

An Overwhelming Response
At a time when one cannot turn on the radio or
television or open a newspaper without being
confronted by stories of gloom, doom, recession and
failure we can report that the response to Mike’s
appeals has been nothing short of fantastic, We can
only sincerely thank all of you our shareholders for
your overwhelming response.
During November and December over 60 share
certificates have been issued to existing and new
shareholders for sums between £100 and £6,000.
In addition a number of shareholders (over 10!) have
offered loans to complete the deal if we couldn’t raise
the finance through share issues. No names will be
given for any of the above but you know who you are
and please accept the heartfelt thanks of all
supporters of the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway for
your generosity and encouragement. We have now
raised enough funds to complete this transaction
without having to borrow any money, greatly helped
by Mike’s last minute success in getting the Rawle
family to make a contribution towards the Glebe land.

The Final Hurdle Cleared
We have now completed the last of the formalities
and the trackbed through Higher Bodley Farm is
now owned by Exmoor Associates. The final
agreement was that we swap the acquired Glebe
fields for the trackbed across the farm plus £12,500
but we pay all the Church’s and Rawle’s legal costs.
Whilst on the subject of legal costs it is only fitting at
this point to mention our solicitor Paul Tollett of
Beacon Law Practice, 12 Montpelier Terrace,
Ilfracombe, EX34 9HR.
Paul is one of our personal shareholders and has
quietly been persevering with the ups and downs of
this complicated deal for over three years on our
behalf. If you have need of a solicitor for some
conveyancing work we can do no more than highly
recommend Paul’s professionalism and personal
caring service.
Extension of the Railway
Our agreement with the Rawle family is that they will
continue to use, insure and farm the trackbed until
such time as the L&B is ready to commence work
on that section. This at no cost to Exmoor
Associates or the L&B. Once works start, there will
be a one year time limit to complete the excavation
works and fencing. It has been agreed that it is right
and proper that we set a time limit that the various
works should take, keeping the disruption to the
farm to a minimum. As well as the railway works we
will also have to widen two farm gateways, and
push back a section of Devon Bank. (formal ENP
approval will be required although this has already
been informally agreed). These costs to be borne by
those carrying out the works, in tandem with railway
works during the one year period.
It is not the intention that Exmoor Associates will
carry out this work, only that the land will be held in
readiness for when the L&B is able to proceed.

What’s next for Exmoor Associates?
Already we are talking to two separate landowners
with a view to the next possible acquisition. As you
will now have read from the foregoing, negotiations
can be drawn out affairs with many complications
along the way hence we do tend to be a bit
circumspect about current plans. Rest assured our
ultimate goal is nothing less that the entire trackbed
between Lynton & Barnstaple. Replenishing our
severely depleted funds is obviously also a priority.
A Recap for our Newer Shareholders.
Exmoor Associates owns the following sections of
L&B trackbed.
Land and trackbed at Collard Bridge between Collard
road bridge and the site of the demolished Collard
river bridge, 23 on the map below left (edged red).
Secondly a section of trackbed on the other side of
the Bratton road and parallel to the road up to Budds
Wood, marked 25.
The trackbed between The Old Station Inn at
Blackmoor Gate and the Wistlandpound road bridge,
marked 54 on the map above.
Plus of course our new acquisition at Higher Bodley
Farm, shown in greater detail on page 2.

Collard Bridge New Weir

Only the first of these is accessible at the moment
and available for members to visit - which it is worth
doing especially now the works to the new weir and
fish resting pool have been completed by the
Environment Agency - see the photo on the previous
page. There is however a public footpath adjacent
to the trackbed on the Higher Bodley section.
The trackbed below Budds Wood is part of
Northleigh Plantation - a coniferous wood and the
trackbed between Blackmoor and Wistlandpound is
part of Bridwick Farm.
We have had organised walks along all of the
sections in previous years, if there was enough
demand we could repeat these.
CIC Status
Those of you present at our last annual meeting will
recall that there was some discussion about
changing the legal status of Exmoor Associates to a
Community Interest Company. This remains our
long term aim but we are approaching this cautiously
as there will be a financial cost and the possible
benefits are not yet clear. At the moment Exmoor
Associates is debt-free and has assets of over
£161,000 and with its present structure has a proven

record of being able to acquire sections of trackbed.
The L&B Trust and CIC have very substantial debts
and the advantages of converting the old Railway
Company to a CIC are not yet obvious to the majority
of members. Due to the generosity of members
buying Exmoor Associate shares via the L&B Trust
the Trust itself is now the largest single shareholder
in the company and the need to asset-lock the
company to the Trust is less obvious although this
can be done anyway without converting to a CIC.

An Apology
To those sixty odd members who have been
patiently waiting for their share certificates. To
minimise postage costs the intention had always
been to send them out with this newsletter
announcing the completion of the Higher Bodley
farm trackbed. What we hadn’t realised is quite how
long it was going to take to get that transaction
completed!

2009 Shareholders Meeting
The 2009 annual meeting will be held at 10 am on
Sunday 10th May at The Hunters Inn, Heddon Valley.
We would like to invite all existing shareholders or
subscribers of Exmoor Associates (and also anyone
else interested in joining the company) to come
along.
As always the meeting is intended to be relatively
informal, allowing the opportunity to ask questions
and hold discussion on any current topics.
Lunch will be available towards the end for a modest
charge and we will also have another short length of
trackbed lined up after lunch for an afternoon walk.
Anyone interested in attending on 10th May please
either give Tony a call, or drop him an email at
tony@exmoor-associates.co.uk. We need to know
numbers for the meeting to help with catering. We
would appreciate responses by 1 April.

Marketing
The Exmoor Associates web site has had a major
revision and is now independently hosted from the
main L&B web site. You can view this at
www.exmoor-associates.co.uk

Shareholders

“Our” section of the
River Yeo at Collard Bridge

We now have around 120 shareholders and
subscribers and an issued share capital of over
£160k. We are expanding at an encouraging rate
but if we want to continue to purchase more trackbed
we need more funds and more shareholders.
Please encourage anyone who you feel might share
our aspirations to join us.

Contact the Exmoor Associates team!
Tony Brown (secretary) 020 8550 9183, Nik Barrie 01598 753866, Mike Buse 01206 734030
Mike Selby 01737 358120 or e-mail to enquiries@exmoor-associates.co.uk

